ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the power allocation for maximizing weighted sum rate (WSR) in downlink multiple carriers non-orthogonal multiple access (MC-NOMA) systems with imperfect successive interference cancellation (SIC). We formulate the power allocation problem as a non-convex optimization problem with the total power constraint of all sub-channels while considering often-neglected issues of SIC error and power order constraints at users. First, we discuss that the optimization problem assuming receivers can perform perfect SIC, and we provide a concavity condition of the WSR maximization problem for the MC-NOMA system. When the concavity condition is not satisfied, a fractional quadratic transformation is used to overcome the difficulty of problem non-convexity. Based on the transformation, we propose an iterative power allocation algorithm. Then, we consider the SIC error and the power order constraints in the optimization problem and present a power allocation method with imperfect SIC. Moreover, for both the perfect and imperfect SIC, we derive some propositions of the optimal power allocation solution to the WSR maximization problem and propose a low-complexity power allocation algorithm based on these propositions. Finally, we provide a joint user scheduling and power allocation algorithm for maximizing the WSR. The simulation results illustrate that the proposed resource allocation methods have a better performance than the existing schemes.
offer considerable performance gains over OMA in terms of sum-rate and outage probability. To realize the gains promised by the theoretic works, a simple practical coding and modulation design was proposed in [7] . Meanwhile, apart from the investigations of NOMA performance, some implementation issues of NOMA in wireless networks were addressed in [8] , [9] , such as signalling overhead, SIC error propagation, and combining NOMA with beamforming or cognitive radio. However, most of the former works assumed that fixed resource allocation were adopted in NOMA systems.
A. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
Resource allocation, especially power allocation, plays an important role in exploiting the potential performance gains of both NOMA and transitional OMA schemes [10] . In order to enhance the performance of the NOMA systems, different resource allocation schemes have been investigated. Several researchers studied resource allocation schemes in NOMA systems starting from the scenario of single carrier NOMA (SC-NOMA) (e.g., [11] , [12] ), or the scenario of two users on each subcarrier (e.g., [14] - [18] ). They tried their best to improve system performance, such as sum-rate, energyefficiency, fairness and outage performance. The authors in [11] proposed a dynamic power allocation scheme where two users are paired to perform SC-NOMA for achieving better outage performance. In [12] , the authors investigated an optimal power allocation scheme for SC-NOMA with adaptive rates and α-fairness. In [13] , the authors studied the optimal power allocation for weighted sum-rate (WSR) maximization in SC-NOMA systems with power order and quality of service (QoS) constraints. In [14] , [15] , user fairness was considered in two-user NOMA systems, where a balance between throughput and fairness was achieved. By applying NOMA in multicarrier (MC-NOMA) systems, spectral efficiency can be further improved due to the degrees of freedom offered by multiuser diversity. For two-user MC-NOMA systems, several performance criteria were considered for power allocation in [16] , [17] . In [18] , the authors provided a joint power and subcarrier allocation with the target of maximizing WSR, and they still focused on two users multiplexed on each subcarrier.
Afterwards, more and more researchers turned their focus into the MC-NOMA where each subchannel can support more than two users. In [19] , the authors extended twouser scenario to the user-pairing multi-user case to maximize the sum rate of NOMA systems while considering the proportional fairness of users. In [20] , two candidate non-orthogonal techniques were considered in heterogeneous cellular systems, where the power allocation and subcarrier allocation were investigated for the two non-orthogonal schemes. Aiming to minimize the total transmit power of NOMA systems, the authors in [21] proposed a relax-thenadjust power allocation algorithm and the authors in [22] proposed a joint subcarrier assignments and power allocation scheme. In [23] , the authors tried their best to transform original probabilistic and non-convex problem into a nonprobabilistic and convex one with the target of maximizing energy efficiency with imperfect channel state information. Considering the constraints of user QoS and queue stability, literatures [24] and [25] investigated power allocation in MC-NOMA networks using the stochastic optimization method. In [26] and [27] , for uplink and downlink MC-NOMA systems respectively, the authors studied power and subcarrier allocations to maximize WSR.
Meanwhile, combining with other types of wireless techniques, resource allocations for NOMA have been gradually studied in different communication scenarios. In [28] , the authors proposed an architecture of NOMA-based fog radio access networks to meet the heterogeneous demands of users, and studied the power and subchannel allocation problems in this systems. In [29] , a joint access selection and heterogeneous resource allocation in ultra-dense networks with mobile edge computing was investigated. In [30] , several radio resource allocation problems were studied in visualized software defined-based network architecture combing coordinated multi-point and NOMA, aiming of maximizing the total throughput. In [31] , a Nash bargaining game of power allocation and user clustering for uplink MC-NOMA in device-to-device underlaid cellular networks was investigated. In [32] , a low-complexity power allocation was proposed to maximize the sum-rate in the downlink NOMA systems applying multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transceivers. In [33] , the authors studied a secure beamforming for MIMO-NOMA based cognitive radio network, which can maximize the total secrecy rate. In [34] and [35] , the application of NOMA in millimeter wave communications was investigated, in which user scheduling and power allocation were studied to improve cell capacity or sum-rate.
Obviously, for most of the above NOMA scenarios, (weighted) sum-rate maximized power allocation is one of the vital issues in resource allocation. However, the SIC issue was usually ignored in design of the power allocation algorithms. Most of the above works assumed that SIC at the receiver is perfect, although it may not be easy to accomplish due to the weak detection capabilities of simple mobile devices in practical systems [36] - [38] . Some outage-constrained power allocation schemes were proposed in [39] - [41] to minimize the total transmit power for downlink and uplink NOMA systems with imperfect SIC respectively. Furthermore, to guarantee the accuracy of SIC in the NOMA systems, the later decoded users should be allocated lower power than the formers in SIC process, which is called power order constraints [13] , [16] . So far both the SIC error and the power order constraints were not well taken into account in most of the existing works. Particularly, the relationship between the optimal solutions to WSR-maximized optimization problems of power allocation in OMA and NOMA systems were not well studied.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION
In this paper, we investigate the power allocation in downlink MC-NOMA systems aiming to maximize WSR. We focus on VOLUME 7, 2019 the power allocation with given channel assignment, while considering the SIC error and the power order constraints of users. We formulate the power allocation problem as a non-concave optimization problem with the sum power constraints of all sub-channels and power order constraints on each sub-channel. Note that, combining with other wireless technologies, our proposed schemes will be able to be extended to a variety of NOMA application scenarios.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We formulate the power allocation problem for MC-NOMA systems as a non-convex optimization problem, considering both SIC error at the receivers and power order constraints of users on each subchannel.
• We solve the formulated non-convex weighted maximization problems by using a factional quadratic transform and an iterative algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, no such method for NOMA systems is studied in the existing literatures.
• We obtain some propositions of the optimal power allocation solution to the WSR maximization problem with or without perfect SIC. And based on these propositions, we propose a low-complexity power allocation algorithm for MC-NOMA.
• We provide a concavity condition that should be satisfied by the weighting factors of users in MC-NOMA systems. In this case, the power optimization problem can be solved directly by standard convex optimization methods.
• We propose a joint user scheduling and power allocation scheme for maximizing WSR in MC-NOMA systems with imperfect SIC. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and formulates the problem as a non-convex optimization problem. Section III discusses the power allocation in MC-NOMA with perfect SIC, and solves the problem with ideal assumptions. Section IV investigates the optimization problem with imperfect SIC, in which we study the power allocation in MC-NOMA with SIC error and power order constraints. Section V studies the joint user scheduling and power allocation scheme. Numerical results are provided in Section VI, and the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink MC-NOMA system where there is one base station (BS) located in the center, and users randomly and uniformly distributed in the cell. Suppose that the total bandwidth is B total , and we divide it equally into N orthogonal subchannels. We denote the set of subchannels as N = {1, 2, · · · , N }. Thus, the bandwidth of each subchannel is B f = B total /N . Assume that each subchannel can support at most K users. The set of users on subchannel n is denoted by K n = {User n,1 , · · · , User n,K }. Note that, we assume that user scheduling has be given and focus on power allocation in Section II to Section IV. The joint user scheduling and power allocation scheme is provided in Section V.
Since superposition coding is used at transmitter, the transmitted signal on subchannel n can be expressed as x n = K k=1 √ p n,k S n,k , where S n,k and p n,k are the signal message and the power allocated into User n,k respectively, and S n,k satisfies E{|S n,k | 2 } = 1. We denote h n,k as the channel fading between BS and User n,k . Consequently, the corresponding received signal of User n,k can be expressed as
where z n,k is the additive zero-mean Gaussian noise which is dependent and identical distributed with variance σ 2 z , i.e., z n,k ∈ CN (0, σ 2 z ). Without loss of generality, we assume that channel gains of on subchannel n are sorted as |h n,1 | ≥ |h n,2 | ≥ . . . ≥ |h n,K |, ∀n. In the existing literatures, most of the studies assumed that the receiver can perform perfect SIC. That is to say, for any user k, the signals of later K − k users can be decoded and be removed on the same subchannel. Based on it, a lot of work on resource allocation in NOMA systems has been studied.
However, the issue of imperfect SIC is important but often overlooked for resource allocation in NOMA system, which is studied insufficiently. On the one hand, to perform SIC, the NOMA users have to be allocated reasonable power levels [13] , [16] , i.e.,
The constraint (2) is a necessary condition to guarantee SIC operation, since it is used for distinguishing between the signal to be decoded and the remaining non-decoded message signals [42] . On the other hand, due to the limited detection ability of mobile users and the impact of modulation and decoding schemes, the receiver cannot always perform perfect SIC operation, even if (2) is satisfied. When the SIC can be not implemented perfectly, the later K − k users have some residual parts, which will be seen as noise for user k. In this case, the interference at user k on subchannel n resulting from imperfect cancellation as I SIC n,k , can be expressed as
where x −x means the difference between actual signal x i and the estimated signalx i , and ε = E{|x i −x i | 2 } [36] . Note that, due to the limited detection ability of mobile users and the impact of modulation and decoding schemes, the receivers can not always perform perfect SIC operation [37] . In this case, the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of user k on subchannel n can be defined as
And the corresponding rate for user k on subchannel n is
where P = [p n,k ] N ×K is power allocation matrix.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We aim to maximize WSR of the MC-NOMA system by designing the power allocation. Based on (2), we consider a necessary condition to guarantee SIC operation, which is given by C3 and C4 below. We denote ω n,k as weighting factor of user k on subchannel n which is usually used to adjust the user fairness. The WSR maximization problem can be formulated as
where P total represents the total power of the BS. C1 indicates that the sum power of all users on all subchannels can not exceed the power limit of BS. C3 and C4 indicate that the power assigned on each subchannel sequentially increases with k. These two constraints can ensure that the power of user k + 1 is greater than the power of user k by a certain amount on each subchannel. α n,k represents the minimum requirement of the ratio of power levels between user k and user k + 1 on subchannel n. The value of α depends on the detection capabilities of mobile devices, and simpler receivers may need larger α for interference cancellation. The problem (6) is not a standard convex optimization problem and the global optimum can not be easily obtained in practice. In the following sections, we first consider an ideal scenario assuming perfect SIC can be always realized at receivers. Although this ideal assumption is impractical, it is a basic assumption in most of the existing studies, in which we provide some insights for the design of MC-NOMA systems. Then, we consider more practically the optimization problem with SIC error and power order constraints for MC-NOMA system, and provide some power allocation algorithms. Particularly, we propose a low-complexity algorithm for NOMA systems both with and without perfect SIC based on derived propositions. 
III. POWER ALLOCATION IN MC-NOMA WITH IDEAL SIC
In this section, we consider an ideal scenario, assuming that the receivers can always perform perfect SIC, i.e., I SIC n,k = 0, ∀n, k without regard to C3 and C4. The optimization problem can be reformulated as
where R Ideal n,k (P) is given by (5) with I SIC n,k = 0.
A. CONVEXITY ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Almost all past works regarded the sum-rate maximization problem in NOMA systems with perfect SIC as a non-convex problem. However, the literature [43] succeeded in demonstrating that sum-rate maximization problem (without considering weighting factors) in SC-NOMA scenario is convex. For WSR maximization problem in MC-NOMA systems, we demonstrate concavity conditions and get Theorem 1 as follows.
Theorem 1: Weighted sum-rate maximization problem (7) for MC-NOMA systems with perfect SIC is concave with respect to variable P if and only if
To guarantee the concavity of (7), the concavity conditions in (8) should be satisfied. In this case, the concave problem (7) can be solved by the convex optimization tools. Note that, ω n,k = 1, ∀n, k, is a special case of Theorem 1. Substituting it into (8), we can see that the inequality always holds due to |h n,k | 2 ≥ |h n,k+1 | 2 , which indicates that sum-rate maximization problem in MC-NOMA is concave. Fig. 1 illustrates the concavity of the sum-rate maximization problem for a twouser case with power p 1 and p 2 . VOLUME 7, 2019
B. SOLUTION TO OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM WITH IDEAL SIC
However, the conditions in (8) do not always hold in the real systems for varied weighting factors due to the heterogenous QoS requirements of users. Therefore, in the most cases, the optimization problem (7) is a non-convex problem. We now solve the problem by converting it into a convex form.
We introduce extra auxiliary variables {γ n,k }, and transform the problem (7) into an equivalent epigraph form [44] as
It is easy to see that for a fixed P, the problem (9) is a concave problem with respect to γ = [γ n,k ] N ×K . The Lagrangian function with dual variable µ n,k for C5 can be given by
According to the first-order condition
= 0, we have the optimal dual variable as
where
From the primal problem max γ L P (γ , µ * ), we can transform the optimization problem (9) to
The objective function in (13) is a sum-of-ratios form for the variable {p n,k }, which is also not a standard convex function.
Lemma 1: Define a sum-of-ratio optimization problem,
The problem (14) is equivalent to
where θ = {θ 1 , · · · , θ J } denotes the auxiliary variable, and the optimal θ * j = A j (x)/B j (x) [45] , [46] . According to Lemma 1, we rewrite the optimization problem (13) by the following quadratic transform with introduced variables {θ n,k }, as
Theorem 2: For fixed γ and θ, Problem (16) is a concave optimization problem with respect to variable P.
Proof: See Appendix B.
According to Theorem 2, we can compute the power allocation by Lagrangian dual method with introducing variable λ ≥ 0 for C1. The optimal power can be expressed by
where λ will be obtained by bisection or subgradient method. The optimal θ * is given by
We then propose an iterative power allocation for MC-NOMA systems with perfect SIC, as shown in Algorithm 1. We initialize the power p n,k = P total /(NK ), ∀n, k. Compute iteratively γ n,k and θ n,k by (12) and (18), and update the power allocation by (17) .
C. LOW-COMPLEXITY POWER ALLOCATION WITH IDEAL SIC
Before proposing the low-complexity power allocation algorithm, we derive some propositions of optimal power allocation with ideal SIC.
1) WSR IN SC-NOMA
We first assume that the total power on each subchannel has been obtained, so the optimization problem in MC-NOMA systems is reduced to that in SC-NOMA systems. Omitting the subscripts of subchannels, we have the following proposition for WSR maximization problem in SC-NOMA systems with perfect SIC. Compute variables θ (s,t) by (18); 8.
Update power allocation P (s,t) by (17); 9.
Set t = t + 1; 10. Until convergence or t = t m ; 11. Set s = s + 1; 12. Until convergence or s = s m .
Proposition 1: When one of the following conditions
Cond-1 : Proof: Consider the SC-NOMA scenario with perfect SIC for ω 1 = ω 2 = · · · = ω K = 1. For single carrier scenario, we have P total = K k=1 p k . When only User 1 who has maximum channel gain occupies the subchannel, the rate can be expressed as
From (20) , the sum-rate of NOMA for any power allocation is always lower than or equal to the case that all power is allocated to the user with maximum channel-gain. Normally, the inequation (a) takes the equal sign when
, ∀k, we have that the sum-rate of NOMA with perfect SIC is upper bounded by the rate with optimal power allocation
We then consider that only User K who has minimum channel-gain occupies the subchannel. The rate is given by
From (21), the rate of NOMA is lower bounded by allocating all power to the user with minimum channel-gain. On the other hand, assuming that User 1 has the largest weighting factor ω 1 = max{ω 1 , · · · , ω K }, the WSR can be express as R Ideal
. From the proof of Cond-1, we can know that the optimal solution to sum-rate maximization problem with objective function as R Ideal (P) is
Normally, we have from (22) that the optimal R ω is achieved to the optimal ω 1 R Ideal at ω k = ω 1 , ∀k. However, due to the special form of the optimal power solution, the conditions ω k = ω 1 , ∀k, are not necessary. Obviously, the optimal R Ideal ω is also obtained when
2) WSR IN MC-NOMA
We then consider the cases of MC-NOMA with perfect SIC and we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 2: When one of the following conditions
is satisfied, the WSR of MC-NOMA with perfect SIC is upper bounded by OFDMA with selecting the user who has maximum channel-gain on each subchannel and weighted waterfilling power allocation among the subchannels.
Proof: Consider the MC-NOMA scenario with perfect SIC for ω n,1 = · · · = ω n,K = 1, ∀n. The sum-rate on subchannel n is R Ideal
. Denote the optimal solution to the problem (7) as P * = {p * n,k }, and define
. The equation (c) holds due to the independence between any two subchannels. The inequation (d) holds from Proposition 2, which takes the equal sign when P * n = P * * n . It indicates that p * n,k = 0, ∀k > 1, and the optimal solution is P * n = [p * n,1 , 0, · · · , 0]. In this case, the optimal power allocation in the MC-NOMA is obtained by weighted water-filling method only based on
On the other hand, assuming that user who has maximum channel gains on each subchannel (i.e., |h n,1 | 2 ) has the largest weighting factor (i.e., ω n,1 = max{ω n,1 , · · · , ω n,K }), we have the WSR as
Similar to the proof of Cond-3, we have from (25) that the optimal power allocation for maximizing R Ideal
, ∀n, where p * n,1 is obtained by the weighted water-filling method among the different subchannels.
Based on Proposition 2, we then propose a lowcomplexity power allocation algorithm for maximizing WSR in MC-NOMA systems with perfect SIC as shown in Algorithm 2.
IV. POWER ALLOCATION IN MC-NOMA WITH IMPERFECT SIC
In this section, we discuss the optimization problem with imperfect SIC operation being performed at the receivers, and propose a WSR maximized power allocation scheme. To simplify the discussion, we first do not consider the constraints C3 and C4 in optimization problem. We can reformulate the problem (6) as
where R Imperf n,k (P) is given in (5). The problem (26) is also not a standard concave problem, and it is difficult to obtain reliable concavity conditions with imperfect SIC.
Similar to Subsection III-B, by introducing auxiliary variables {γ n,k } and {θ n,k }, we transform the problem (26) into a concave problem as
where f
and
For a fixed γ and θ, the transformed problem (27) is a standard concave problem with respect to P. We can compute the power allocation by Lagrangian dual method with introduced variable β ≥ 0 for C1. Optimal power can be expressed as
where ξ n,k is given by
and β will be obtained by bisection or subgradient method. And the optimal γ n,k is given by
When p n,k is held fixed, we can obtained the optimal γ n,k and θ n,k by (32) and
Based on Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we can obtain the following propositions for SC-NOMA and MC-NOMA with imperfect SIC.
Proposition 3: When one of Cond-1 and Cond-2 is satisfied, the optimal solution of SC-NOMA with imperfect SIC is equal to the solution in SC-NOMA with perfect SIC.
Proof: For SC-NOMA with imperfect SIC, we can also omit the subscripts of subchannels. With Cond-1 ω 1 = ω 2 = · · · = ω K = 1, it is easy to obtain that the rate of User k with perfect SIC is greater than or equal to that with imperfect SIC, i.e.,
According to Proposition 1, the sum-rate of SC-NOMA with imperfect SIC is upper bounded by allocating all power to the user with maximum channel-gain.
Normally, (35) takes the equal sign when ε = 0. However, it is obvious that R Imperf (P) = B f log 2 1 +
. That is to say, the optimal value of the sum-rate maximization problem in SC-NOMA systems with imperfect SIC is achieved at allocating all power to the user with maximum channel-gain. For SC-NOMA with imperfect SIC, when Cond-2 is satisfied, it is easy to have
. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1, based on (35), we can verify Proposition 3.
Proposition 4: When one of Cond-3 and Cond-4 is satisfied, the optimal solution of MC-NOMA with imperfect SIC is equal to the solution in MC-NOMA with perfect SIC.
Proof: Based on Proposition 3, we can prove Proposition 4 by a similar method to the proof of Proposition 2. The detail is omitted.
Based on Proposition 4, for MC-NOMA systems with imperfect SIC, we can obtain power allocation scheme by Algorithm 1, in which we need to replace (12) , (17) and (18) with (32), (30) and (33) to update γ , P and θ. In addition, based on Proposition 4, we can also adopt the low-complexity power allocation algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 2) in MC-NOMA systems with imperfect SIC.
B. POWER ALLOCATION IN MC-NOMA WITH SIC ERROR AND POWER ORDER CONSTRAINTS
In this subsection, we add the necessary constraints C3 and C4 that have to be satisfied to realize SIC at receivers in NOMA systems into the optimization problem. In this case, there is also a certain degree of probability of existing SIC error. And we transform the problem (6) into the following equivalent problem as
where f Imperf-Q n,k (P, γ , θ) is given by (28) . The set consisting of constraints C3 and C4 is a convex set, since the constraints are affine functions of P which can keep convexity. Therefore, the problem (37) is a concave optimization problem with respect to variable P for fixed γ and θ. We solve the problem (37) by similar methods to the above sections or the other standard convex optimization methods [44] , which is not repeated here. Then we find the optimal power allocation by Algorithm 1. We just need to replace (17) with solving the concave problem (37) . The equal power allocation may not be a valid solution of the optimization problem, due to the power order constrains. Therefore, to ensure that the value of initial power locals in the feasible region of the optimization problem, we set p
C. CONVERGENCY AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF POWER ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS 1) CONVERGENCY
We denote the objective functions of the problems (7), (13) and (16) as F Ideal-O (P), F Ideal-L (P, γ ) and F Ideal-Q (P, γ , θ).
In inner iteration of Algorithm 1, the auxiliary variable γ is fixed. We have
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The inequation (a) holds, since that the optimal power allocation can be obtained by solving the transformed problem (16) for a fixed θ due to its concavity. And the inequation (b) holds, since that θ (s,t+1) is computed by (18) which is the optimal θ of the problem (16) when P = P (s,t) and γ = γ (s) . Thus, the objective function F Ideal-Q monotonically non-decreases after each inner iteration. The value of F Ideal-Q is bounded, so the inner iteration will converge. From Lemma 1, at the point of convergence with index t * , we have F Ideal-L (P (s,t * ) , γ (s) ) = F Ideal-Q (P (s,t * ) , γ (s) , θ (s,t * ) ). In outer iteration, γ is computed by (12) , which is optimal for the problem (13) . Similarly, we have ,t  *  ) ) at the (s + 1)-th iteration, and the outer iteration will converge. This algorithm can obtain at least a local optimum, and simulation results show that it is almost the same with global optimum.
2) COMPLEXITY
We evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms with respect to each iteration.
In each iteration of Algorithm 1, the computational complexity is O(NK 2 L 0 ), where L 0 is iteration number of bisection method or subgradient method for updating dual variable λ. When the bisection method is adopted, it generally achieves a logarithmic convergence rate. Namely, L 0 = log 2 ((λ up − λ low )/ς), where ς is convergence tolerance of iterations, and λ up and λ low are initial upper and lower values. When the subgradient method is adopted, the iteration for updating λ converges to the optimal solution in polynomial time.
In Algorithm 2, there exist two cases during the implementations. If Cond-3 or Cond-4 is satisfied, the computational complexity is just O(N ). Otherwise, the complexity in each iteration is O(NK 2 L 0 ).
V. JOINT USER SCHEDULING AND POWER ALLOCATION FOR MAXIMIZING WSR IN MC-NOMA
In above sections, we discussed power allocation in MC-NOMA assuming that user scheduling (i.e., channel assignment) has been given. We now consider a user scheduling scheme for our proposed MC-NOMA system. Obviously, the joint user scheduling and power allocation problem is a mixed integer non-linear programming problem, in which the global optimal solution can be obtained only by the exhaustive search method with exponential complexity [23] . Therefore, we initialize a power allocation, based on which we provide a user scheduling scheme as shown in Algorithm 3. And then we propose the joint user scheduling and power allocation scheme as shown in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 3, we initialize the power allocation by p (4) and (5), for fixed bandwidth B f , noise level σ 2 z and SIC error ε, the achievable rate of user k on subchannel n only depends on its channel condition h n,k , which is independent of h n,k , ∀k = k. If we select any user u as User n,k , we can get SINR u n,k and the corresponding Algorithm 3 User Scheduling Algorithm for Maximizing WSR in MC-NOMA Systems Initialization 1. Initialize the sets U n as the unallocated users on subchannel n ∈ N , and initialize (n, k) = (1, 1); 2. Initialize power allocation p
Compute U n = |U n | possible SINRs for finding the k-th user on subchannel n by SINR
, ∀u;
7.
Find k-th user on subchannel n as u k,n = arg max
Until the number of multiplexed users k = K ; 10. Set n = n + 1; 11. Until n = N . weighted rate. Then, for a fixed power allocation, we can select the user who has the largest weighted rate from the unallocated users set U n and remove it from U n . Algorithm 3 has the complexity of O(NK (2U − K )). 
For given P (i) , compute user scheduling K (i) n , ∀n ∈ N by Algorithm 3; 6.
Update power allocation P (i+1) by Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2; 7.
Set i = i + 1; 8. Until convergency or i = i max .
In Algorithm 4, we give a joint user scheduling and power allocation algorithm. we first compute the user scheduling K n , ∀n ∈ N by Algorithm 3 with the given power allocation. Then we update power allocation P according to the proposed power allocation algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2). The WSR keeps improving at each iteration in Algorithm 4 and the convergence of the iterative procedure can be guaranteed. This algorithm finds at least a locally optimal solution to the joint resource allocation problem. It has the complexity of O (NKL 1 (K (L 0 − 1) + 2N ) ), where L 1 is the iteration number of Algorithm 4. From the simulation results, we can see that it converges within 10 iterations.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. In the simulation, BS is located in the cell center and U = 60 users are distributed in a circular range with a radius of 1km. The channels are modeled by the product of path-loss and independent Rayleigh fading, in which the path loss is modeled as 38.46 + 35 log 10 (d) where d is the distance between BS and user [47] . The bandwidth is B total = 5MHz and the number of subchannels is N = 5, thus B f = B total /N = 1MHz. The noise power is −104dBm. At most K = 3 users are allowed to occupy one subchannel.
First, we test the performance of the proposed power allocation with a fixed user scheduling (in Subsection VI-A and Subsection VI-B). Without loss of generality, we set the distances between BS and 3 users occupying subchannel n as d n,1 < d n,2 < d n, 3 , ∀n. We test the performance for three types of selected weighting factors, i.e., For lack of space, we just provide results with imperfect SIC. In following subsections, we evaluate performances of the proposed schemes without and with the power order constraints respectively. Then, we evaluate the effect of user scheduling schemes on our proposed power allocations (in Subsections VI-C).
A. POWER ALLOCATION PERFORMANCE WITHOUT POWER ORDER CONSTRAINTS
In this subsection, we study the proposed schemes ignoring the power order constraints.
In Fig. 2 , we study the convergence of WSR for the proposed power allocation algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1) for different total power limits of BS. We consider the total power of BS as 20dBm, 30dBm and 40dBm respectively. We set weighting factor ω n = [1, 1, 1] and SIC error ε = 0.1. It can be observed that the proposed iterative power allocation algorithm has good convergence performance and it can converge within about 5 iterations. .01], since we find the results are always the same in such two cases of ω in our simulation. We denote the proposed power allocation scheme in Algorithm 1 and low-complexity scheme in Algorithm 2 as NOMA-Prop and NOMA-Prop-L respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, some other schemes are considered as comparisons. For example, the equal power allocation for MC-NOMA is denoted by NOMA-EQ. We also consider a naive method denoted by NOMA-Naive, in which power allocation is based on ideal method ignoring SIC error, in spite of ε = 0.1. And then, we compare our proposed algorithms to the power allocation scheme in [27] , denoted by NOMAExp method. Finally, we compare these NOMA algorithms to OMA schemes, in which each subchannel is divided K orthogonal frequency bands to avoid inter-user interference. In the OMA schemes, we focus on optimal power allocation (denoted by OMA-OPT) and equal power allocation (denoted by OMA-EQ). We can see that WSR increases monotonically with P total . The results also show that the NOMA-Prop-L method can achieve the same performance to the NOMA-Prop method while reducing the calculation complexity. The NOMA-Naive and NOMA-Exp schemes have the same performance to the proposed methods. It is because that only the user who has highest channel gain on each subchannel is allocated power, in which no interference needs to be cancellated. It verifies Proposition 4, and indicates that the proposed algorithms can achieve global optimum. Besides, we observe that the proposed algorithms are superior to the other compared algorithms. However, the NOMA-EQ scheme has a worse performance even than the OMA-OPT scheme. It demonstrates that dynamic power allocation is necessary and meaningful in NOMA systems. Fig. 4 shows WSR versus maximum transmitted power with ω n = [0.01, 0.1, 1]. It can be observed from this figure that the proposed algorithms (i.e., NOMA-Prop and NOMA-Prop-L) are also superior to the other algorithms. The WSRs of NOMA-Naive and NOMA-Exp schemes are less than the proposed schemes, since the SIC error is underutilized to design power allocation. The results show that the performance of proposed algorithms keeps invariable with SIC error increasing. This is owing to the optimal solution is allocating power to the user who has highest channel gain on each subchannel, in which no SIC needs to be operated at any user. In addition, the NOMA-EQ scheme has a better performance than the OMA-OPT scheme and the OMA-EQ scheme when ε is small, but it is worse than the two OMA schemes when ε is large. Fig. 6 provides the results of WSR with ω n = [0.01, 0.1, 1]. It can be seen that the performance of all the NOMA schemes decreases with increasing ε. However, the proposed algorithms have better WSR performance than OMA schemes at any ε. Besides, the performance of NOMA-Naive scheme drops more than the proposed NOMA-Prop and NOMA-Prop-L schemes. With increasing ε, the performance of the NOMA-EQ scheme will fall into lower than the OMA schemes. 
B. POWER ALLOCATION PERFORMANCE WITH POWER ORDER CONSTRAINTS
We provide the performance results of the proposed algorithm with both SIC error and power order constraints. Unless stated otherwise, the minimum requirement of the ratio of power levels between adjacent users is set as α = 2. Most of the existing schemes did not consider the power order constraints, and they might not always be able to ensure carrying out SIC in physical layer. In this case, the (weighted) sum-rate they declared may not be always achieved. Thus, we just compare our proposed algorithm to OMA schemes. Obviously, when power order constraints are considered, the NOMA-Prop performance may not be always better than OMA schemes, especially for imperfect SIC cases. Increasing SIC error will lead to worse NOMA performance than OMA schemes. the WSR performance of proposed algorithm decreases with increasing α. The result is reasonable, since when α increase, the power difference between the users becomes large, i.e., feasible region of optimization problem is reduced. This illustrates that if simple receiver devices can carry out SIC only with large enough power difference, it is not beneficial to the (weighted) sum-rate performance.
We have known that weighting factor ω can provide fairness, however, fixed ω is considered in above subsections. We now design ω by the fairness criterions dynamically, such as proportional fairness. Based on the proposed algorithms above, we further present a power allocation method for MC-NOMA with fairness (denoted by NOMA-Prop-F). We set ω n,k (t) =
, where t is the time index andR Imperf n,k (t) is the average achievable rate of user (n, k). Without loss of generality, we set
, where T denotes the average window size [48] , [49] . We update ω n,k after each power allocation, which is a low-complexity implementation of proportional fairness. Fig. 11 shows overall sum-rate and cell-edge user rate for NOMA-Prop and NOMA-Prop-F schemes. It can be seen that the NOMA-Prop scheme has a better sum-rate performance than the NOMA-Prop-F method. It is because more power is allocated to the weaker users to ensure fairness in the NOMA-Prop-F method. However, the NOMAProp-F scheme is superior to the NOMA-Prop scheme in the respect of cell-edge user rate, although it has a poor average sum-rate for all users. To evaluate the fairness, we define fairness index as ξ =
where the fairness index ξ ∈ [1/(NK ), 1] and is 1 only when each user has the same average rate [50] . We have the fairness index of the two schemes as ξ NOMA-Prop = 0.5964 and ξ NOMA-Prop-F = 0.7511. The results illustrate that NOMA-Prop-F scheme has a higher fairness than NOMA-Prop schemes. This illustrates that the rational design VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Sum-rate versus total power P total (ω n = [1, 1, 1], P total = 40dBm, ε = 0.1, α = 2). Left: Overall sum-rate; Right: Cell-edge user rate. of weighting factors in NOMA can improve the fairness of users.
C. JOINT USER SCHEDULING AND POWER ALLOCATION PERFORMANCE
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of proposed joint user scheduling and power allocation algorithm. In the simulation, we divide the users (U = 60) in the cell into three types with different weighting factors as 0.01, 0.1 and 1 respectively.
In Fig. 12 , we study the convergence of WSR for the proposed joint user scheduling and power allocation algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 4) for different total powers of base station. We consider the total power of BS as 20dBm, 30dBm and 40dBm respectively. And we set the number of users U = 60, SIC error ε = 0.1 and α = 2. It can be observed that the proposed joint user scheduling and power allocation algorithm has also good convergence performance and it can converge within about 10 iterations for different powers. 13 shows the WSR performance of proposed joint resource allocation scheme versus the number of users U with P total = 40dBm and α = 2. It is observed that the WSR increases with increasing number of users because of increasing multi-user diversity gain. On the other hand, the WSR performance of the proposed scheme decreases with increasing SIC error ε.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the power allocation issue in downlink MC-NOMA systems for maximizing WSR by considering imperfect SIC. We have explicitly considered the SIC error and the power order constraints of users in power allocation problem. By transforming the optimization problem into equivalent concave form by the fractional quadratic method, we have proposed an iterative power allocation algorithm. We have also analyzed the optimal solution for both perfect and imperfect SIC, and have presented a low-complexity algorithm. We have presented a joint user scheduling and power allocation scheme for the MC-NOMA systems. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm converges within a small number of iterations. Also, the proposed methods can achieve a superior WSR performance than the existing schemes. Then, by designing weighting factors, user fairness is improved.
APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The constraints of the problem (6) are linear, we only need to discuss the objective function. We first convert the objective function as
Let
, and then we rewrite R ω as
Denote ψ n,k as the second-order derivative of −R ω (P), which can be expressed as
(H n,j+1 +q n,j ) 2 , (41) where q n,j = j i=1 p n,i . For 1 ≤ k < k ≤ K , we have ∂ 2 (−R ω )/∂p 2 n,k = ∂ 2 (−R ω )/(∂p n,k ∂p n,k ), and for n = n, 1 ≤ k ≤ K , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , we have ∂ 2 (−R ω )/(∂p n,k ∂p n ,k ) = 0. We can derive the Hessian matrix as 
where n is a symmetric matrix as (ψ n,s − ψ n,s+1 ).
Denoting d k = ψ n,k − ψ n,k+1 , from (41) We find that χ n,m is related to not only H n,k , but also ω n,k and q n,k . Particularly, when ω n,k = ω n,k+1 , for all k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K − 1}, we have ψ n,m > 0 and ψ n,s − ψ n,s+1 > 0. And according to the principle of block matrix, the convexity of (39) can be demonstrated.
However, the users' weighting factors {ω n,k } cannot be always all the same in practical communication systems. To guarantee the convexity of (39) , all the order principal minors have to be greater than or equal to zero (where χ n,1 = ψ n,1 > 0). From (41), we can see ψ n,K ≥ 0. Meanwhile, three cases should be discussed about d k as follows:
Case I: For all k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K − 1}, d k ≥ 0. In this case, similar to ω n,k = ω n,k+1 , we can easily get ψ n,k > 0 and ψ n,k − ψ n,k+1 ≥ 0. The convexity of (39) can be demonstrated.
Case II: For all k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K − 1}, d k < 0. We have 0 < ψ n,1 < ψ n,2 < · · · < ψ n,K . Consequently, the sign of χ n,m depends on the number of d s . If m is odd, χ n,m will be large than zero, otherwise χ n,m < 0. Thus in this case, we cannot guarantee the convexity of (39) .
Case III: d k ≥ 0 and d k < 0 for k ∈ C A and k ∈ C B , where C A ∪ C B = {1, 2, · · · , K − 1} and C A ∩ C B = ∅. When the number of the elements in C B is odd, χ n,K will be less than zero and (39) is not a convex problem. When the number of the elements in C B is even, we have χ n,K > 0, however, χ n,k end < 0 where k end is the maximum value in C B . In this case, the convexity of (39) cannot be guaranteed.
In conclusion, ω n,j 
